[1] Radar data of non-specular meteor trails shows two clear and consistent features: (1) non-specular meteor trails are observed from a narrower altitude range than are head echoes and (2) an approximately 20 ms delay between meteor head echoes and trail radar scatter. This paper shows that both features can result from meteor trail plasma instability. Simulations have demonstrated that trails often develop Farley-Buneman/gradient-drift (FBGD) waves which become turbulent and generate field aligned irregularities (FAI). Plasma stability analysis shows that trails are only unstable within a limited altitude range, matching the observed altitudes of non-specular trails to within 1 -2 km. The simulations show that instability develops into turbulence in $20 ms and appears to be the only meteor trail process that can explain both the observed delay between head and trail echoes and generate coherent scatter at both UHF and VHF wavelengths.
Introduction
[2] The Earth is continuously bombarded by extraterrestrial material in meteoric form. Since most of this mass flux is comprised of very small meteors (<10 À5 kg), they are either undetected or measured only by radars. This difficulty in directly detecting meteor entry has led to poorly constrained global estimates of both meteoric mass flux and composition [Cziczo et al., 2001] .
[3] Using plasma simulations and analysis we provide explanations for the most obvious features of head echo and non-specular trail pairs observed by the Kwajelein VHF and UHF radar. This paper will demonstrate that the timescale between head echo observation and trail scatter is consistent with the time scale for instability generated turbulence, not linear instability growth or other meteor trail timescales. Additionally, we will show that the altitude range for nonspecular trail observation is colocated with the altitude range for meteor trail FBGD instability. Since the conditions for meteor trail instability are highly sensitive to several meteor properties, this new understanding of meteor trails may provide exciting diagnostic tools for monitoring meteor properties.
[4] Recent observations demonstrate that sensitive radars, such as Jicamarca, ALTAIR, Arecibo, MU, and EISCAT are capable of detecting a ''new'' type meteor phenomena [Wannberg et al., 1996; Close et al., 2000; Janches et al., 2000; Chapin and Kudeki, 1994; Zhou et al., 2001] . Classical low power meteor radars require specular echos or trails perpendicular to the radar beam (See Ceplecha et al. [1998] for a review of traditional meteor physics). However, these sensitive, large aperture radars detect plasma generated from direct meteor entry (head echo) which is sometimes followed by trail reflections, despite the fact that many trails are roughly aligned with the radar beam. These ''new'' trail echos have been attributed to coherent radio scatter from field aligned irregularities (FAI) in electron density that have been generated from plasma turbulence. Various names for this type of meteor trail observation have been used, and we chose to call them ''non-specular echos'' to emphasize their distinct observational signature, and we shall refer to head echos followed by non-specular trails as head-trail pairs.
[5] Chapin and Kudeki [1994] was the first to present observations and interpretation of non-specular trails that suggested two-stream plasma instability as the cause for radio reflection. This interpretation was demonstrated by the Oppenheim et al. [2000] and Dyrud et al. [2001] , which used plasma simulations to show that unstable trails develop into turbulence and exhibit anomalous cross-field diffusion. Recently, using the steerable MU radar Zhou et al. [2001] demonstrated that non-specular trails were easily detectable when the radar pointed perpendicular tõ B, while none were detected in parallel toB direction. The observations provide dramatic support for the idea that non-specular trails are radio scatter from FAI.
Trail Observations and Simulations
[6] Figure 2 shows altitude time intensity (ATI) images of a head echo and non-specular trail from the ALTAIR radar at both UHF and VHF frequencies (see Close et al. [2000] regarding information about this data set, or the facilities). The first obvious feature in both panels is the diagonal line that extends from 107 -92 km (VHF) and 102-93 (UHF) km in altitude. This is the instantaneous reflection from meteor generated ionization, known as the head echo, which we assume signals the generation of a meteor trail at a given altitude [Wannberg et al., 1996] . The next clear feature is the non-specular trail. Above 96 km altitude there is a near constant delay time (25 ms) between head echo and trail formation at both UHF and VHF frequencies. Below 96 km the delay is no longer constant and appears to be a function of altitude. However, most non-specular trails do not show this lower altitude delay change.
[7] We have closely examined 16 non-specular head-trail pairs. We feel comfortable presenting statistics from a small data set because all the available examples demonstrate such consistent features. First, there exists a delay of approximately 20 ms between head and trail echos, and a constant delay vs. altitude above 96 km. All 16 examples contained trails observed by the VHF radar, while only 3 of the 16 examples showed corresponding UHF trails. All three cases show an identical time delay between UHF and VHF. The second feature shown most plainly in the VHF data in Figure 2 is that while head echo scatter is observed from 107 -92 km altitude, trail scatter occurs over the more narrow range of 95-102 km. The remainder of the paper presents additional statistics and explains these two features using both simulation and analysis.
[8] We simulate meteor trails with a hybrid plasma simulator that represents ions as a fully kinetic plasma (PIC) and electrons as a warm inertial fluid in the 2-D plane perpendicular to the geomagnetic field,B. For the reference case presented in Figure 1 we used conditions consistent with the observations presented in Figure 2 , for an altitude of 102 km with the following parameters, an ion mass of 30 AMU, trail radius of 1.5 m, and a trail line density of 2.0 Â 10 14 m
À1
. The simulation represents a meteor trail at the equator aligned perpendicular to both the horizontal plane and the geomagnetic field. For the case presented here we included a weak downward electric field of 1 mV/m. This was done to represent trails at the equator where much stronger polarization fields are common and because a 1 mV/mẼ-field is equivalent to a mere 30 m/s zonal wind in the plasma frame.
[9] Figure 1 shows meteor trail electron density and electric field at three different stages during trail evolution. The first column shows the development of an ambipolar Efield which points inwards towards the trail, and a polarization E due to E o [Oppenheim et al., 2000] . The electron drift, which is parallel to the trail, results from both E Â B and the diamagnetic drift, rn ÂB=B 2 which represents $40% of the total drift. The total drift of $4000 m/s drives a FBGD instability that forms visible density striations shown in the second column. Density is structured over a broad range of wavelengths and is no longer characterized by just the original trail density gradient and the initial 10 cm wave structures. The development of broadband structure and the implications for non-specular trail observations is discussed in detail in the following paragraph.
Trail Delay From Head Echo
[10] Visual examination of the ATI images found an average trail delay of 20 ms with a range from 15-27 ms. Analysis of the relevant timescales for trail formation and evolution demonstrates the likely cause for this consistent delay. We review the stages of plasma trail development and the expected radar signature.
[11] As a meteor enters the atmosphere the particle heats up and atoms begin boiling off the surface in a process known as ablation. Depending on energy the ablated particles are ionized upon collision with a neutral constituent, converting the tens of km/s linear velocity into a hot plasma column [Jones, 1997] . The ions thermalize after approximately 10 collisions, which takes between a fraction of a millisecond at 80 km and as long as 1 ms at 110 km [Jones, 1995] . It is commonly assumed that head echo scattering occurs during this kinetic expansion phase . This first stage, occurring 1 -2 ms after a likely head echo can not explain the observed delay, and this is the stage in which we initialize the simulations.
[12] In an additional 1 -2 ms meteor trails form linear wave striatons. Since non-specular trail reflections are likely coherent, we may estimate the reflectivity of the structures shown in the simulated trails by taking the FFT of electron density.
[13] Figure 3 shows the two dimensional spatial FFT of the simulation electron density at 0.4 and 20 ms (corresponding to the second and third columns of Figure 1 ). These plots show the estimated radio reflectivity given the Bragg condition for a range of both radar wavelengths and incident angles to the trail. The first image shows that the most intense structure is the initial trail which is only reflective in the horizontal direction. The waves shown are weak, narrow banded, and at short wavelengths; between 10-20 cm. We expect strong reflections for the traditional specular condition, but not from the waves themselves which would require a very short wavelength radar (20 -40 cm) operating at high sensitivity. The next panel shows the simulation during the turbulent stage of meteor trail evolution. The strongest reflection still occurs for the specular condition, but there exists broad -banded structure in all directions at longer wavelengths. This indicates that the trail has now become reflective due to turbulence from 1 -3 meter wavelengths at any inclination Figure 1 . Density ratio of the trail plasma to the background density, n e /n 0 , (top panels) and vector electric field,Ẽ, in mV/m (bottom panels) and at three different times. The density is indicated by the color bar on the upper right. The direction ofẼ is given by the position of the color in the color wheel and the magnitude by the saturation scaled to the maximum value given above each panel. All panels show cross sections perpendicular toB which points into the page. angle to the trail, with a Bragg reflectivity only an order of magnitude less than the specular condition.
[14] We have conducted several simulations and find that this turbulent stage is reached consistently, regardless of altitude, at approximately 15-25 ms after a probable head echo would occur. When turbulence occurs, the transformation is rapid (within 4 ms) and broadband structure forms. Since, this is the only meteor trail process that occurs consistently on a 20 ms time scale, can generate FAI's simultaneously at both UHF and VHF wavelengths, and at arbitrary angles to the trail, it is likely that non-specular trails are radar signature of the turbulent stage.
Instability Threshold
[15] Linear stability analysis predicts the altitude range of trail instabilities which correlates remarkably well with the observed trail altitude range. Dyrud et al. [2001] used a simple calculation to predict the minimum altitude of meteor trail instabilities and anomalous diffusion. This criterion, shown in Figure 4 of that paper, was based upon the Fejer et al. [1984] equation that the FBGD instability is driven whenẼ ? Á rn > 0. Therefore, it was presumed that the FBGD waves would not exist when the driving electric field, in this case the ambipolar field, was reversed. Ambipolar fields reverse sign with respect to rn at approximately 96 km because electron cross-field mobility exceeds the ion mobility below this altitude. However, we have now conducted a detailed analysis of the FBGD as applied to meteor trails and have discovered that we neglected two important effects.
[16] Oppenheim et al. [2002] presented a detailed derivation of meteor trail FBGD instability, and we summarize those results by presenting the simple 1-D dispersion relation,
where i and e are the ion and electron cyclotron frequencies, n i is the ion-neutral collision frequency, É 0 n e n i e i , C s is the ion acoustic velocity, L n = (rn/n)
À1
is the gradient length scale, w = w r + ig is the complex wave frequency, and k is the 1-D wave number pointing in the electron drift direction. This equation includes some important effects that are not included in the simpleẼ ? Á rn > 0 criterion. First, we include the diamagnetic drift in the electron drift, because the steep density gradients present in meteor trails generate diamagnetic drift as large as several km/s. Second, a common simplification of the FBGD dispersion relation neglects several terms, based upon the relation g < w r < n in . Due to the high frequency waves that form on meteor trails, this relation is not valid and all terms in equation (1) must be included and the complete quadratic solved. Including these effects in the calculations of meteor trail instability vs. altitude has two important effects. The lower altitude limit of meteor trail instability is not necessarily predicted by the reversal of the trail ambipolar electric field, but by increased damping from the previously neglected terms. Including these assumptions has little effect on the lower altitude limit for instability, but has a profound effect at higher altitudes.
[17] The growth rate for this dispersion relation strongly depends on the gradient length scale, L n . This leads to several important dependencies on meteor properties, such as trail line density, meteor ion mass and any other property that impacts the trail density gradient. L n has a strong dependence on meteor trail initial radius, r i , which is defined as the average distance ablated meteor particles travel during thermalization. Initial radius increases with altitude, due to the decrease in neutral density [Ceplecha et al., 1998 ]. Clearly, a larger initial radius results in weaker density gradients leading to more weakly driven instability processes.
[18] Figure 4 shows the predicted growth rate of the meteor trail FBGD as a function of altitude and meteor velocity. Meteor velocity becomes a criterion for instability due to the dependency of initial radius on meteor velocity. First, this plot demonstrates that weakening density gradients with altitude results in meteor trail instability over a limited altitude range between $96 -105 km. Second, this plot demonstrates that the actual altitude range for instability depends on meteor trail velocity. There should be an observable difference in the altitude range of non-specular trails generated by $60 and $20 km/s meteors. Third, this plot shows that the growth rate, when positive is above 3000 Hz. Several simplifying assumptions, discussed in the following paragraph, were made in producing Figure 4 . However, even with these assumptions we manage to predict the altitude range for observed non-specular trails to within 1-2 km.
[19] We made a number of simplifying assumptions in the derivation of predicted growth as a function of meteor velocity. We assumed that the initial radius has the follow- [1983] . Oppenheim et al. [2002] has examined the important dependency on initial radius and shown that, of the current models, the Bronshten [1983] formula best characterizes r i as a function of altitude. The velocity is assumed constant at all altitudes, the peak trail density is 100 times greater then the surrounding ionosphere, and trail plasma is a gaussian distribution of increased density with s = r i . Despite these assumptions the plot demonstrates the necessary point that the strongest dependence on growth lies with initial radius and atmospheric density. In order to make a more accurate plot we have incorparated an ablation and ionization model to calculate the deposition of mass at a given altitude range for a particular meteor mass and velocity. However, the results contain only subtle differences from the plot shown here, and due to the complexity of this model, we are conducting ongoing checks and tests which is why we present this simplified yet illustrative version.
[20] In summary, Figure 2 shows an example where head echo reflections occur over a broader range in altitude than do the trail echos. This indicates that even though there is a sufficient column of ionization at certain altitudes, there are no trail reflections. Figure 5 demonstrates this observational fact on a statistical basis as well. Plotting the altitude range of head echo and trail pairs observed by the ALTAIR VHF radar shows that head echo reflections occur at both higher and lower altitudes than non-specular trails, and that all nonspecular trail observations are confined within the 95-105 km altitude range. These data are strong evidence that the scenario of meteor trail instability over a limited altitude range is correct on both an individual and a statistical basis.
Summary
[21] We presented plasma simulations and sensitive radar observations of meteor trails to show that the development of the FBGD instability explains several observed features of non-specular meteor trails. While, we simulated and used equatorial data, these results can be generalized to all geomagneticl latitudes, with only subtle changes due to the change in geomagnetic field strength. Specifically, this paper demonstrated that the $20 ms delay time between head echo and trail observation is consistent with a timescale for turbulence onset, but not the rapid linear growth stage of the instability, or any other known meteor process. A detailed fluid analysis of the condition for FBGD growth on meteor trails demonstrates that trail plasma is unstable within a limited altitude range. This explains observations showing that head echos occur over a broader range in altitude then non-specular trails, on both an individual and statistical basis. Since this altitude range depends on a number of meteoric properties including velocity, trail expansion radius, and ion composition, it may provide a new diagnostic tool for studying micro meteor properties.
